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note: when the client mounts the file system it sets the fsname parameter to the value of the fsname parameter from the start of the resiliency event. this ldlm_enqueue_min parameter looks at the value of this parameter to determine the length of the quiescent time between the client rejoining the
server and the target that the client will send a ldlm_enqueue_min request to. regardless of the above algorithm, whenever a server receives a lock conflict it will send a ldlm_enqueue_min request to the client holding the conflicting lock, or if that lock is revoked, it will send a ldlm_enqueue_min request
to the client whose lock it is revoking. the ldlm_enqueue_min parameter in the ldlm_enqueue_min request will be set to the value of ldlm_enqueue_min from the start of the resiliency event. in the below ldlm_enqueue_min request a client is rejoining the server. ldlm_enqueue_min=125 on=l1_ost1:8:3:0

lc=42 the value of ldlm_enqueue_min in the ldlm_enqueue_min request should be set to the value of the ldlm_enqueue_min parameter in the start of the resiliency event. note that the client will experience a delay of about 0.025 s between the end of the resiliency event and receiving the
ldlm_enqueue_min request. to get an idea of how much time we can potentially lose, we ran on the x force test system a repeat test where we had the server come back up after having been quiesced for 4 hours. we were able to successfully retrieve the file /dev/nfs.label from the server. the statistics for

this run are provided below.
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in addition, if clients cannot establish a connection to the remote servers then they might be evicted for one or more reasons. the primary reason
for evictions is the failure to propagate the notification of lost connections. however, evictions are also possible due to: node failover - the remote

node is detected as failing and is removed from the cluster. node removal - the remote node is detected as gone, or otherwise failing, and is
removed from the cluster. in practice, these per-message timeouts are not often enough to catch up to network downtime in a timely manner.
with the high demand for system resources across the network it is not cost-effective to maintain a high quiesce rate on remote interfaces. this
issue can be mitigated by the use of the optional connect_callback_attempts configuration parameter, however it requires client and server co-

operation. another problem is that clients cannot distinguish between lost messages and network outages that persist for longer than the
configured per-message timeouts. in the presence of network outages the persist time can be as much as 5 seconds longer. thus, any messages

that were lost during a network outage, and then received by a client, are sent immediately upon reboot. this might result in a delayed
notification to the client that a message was lost. this phenomenon has been observed in certain commercial clusters before. a lustre client begins
to exhibit the symptoms described above if it cannot establish a connection to a remote server in a timely manner. to combat this issue the option

in the 'connect_retry_queue' configuration parameter is used. this parameter sets a queue on the local node that triggers the
'send_connect_attempt' action on the remote node. by leveraging this client side queue clients will be able to receive heartbeat requests from the

remote node which will then be transmitted to the client's local node. this allows the client to detect network outages and recover from these
before the long-lived timers expire, or be removed altogether. 5ec8ef588b
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